What is EWRAP?

• Created in 2015 by generous gifts from the Wolfe family and friends
• Provides families funding in order to participate in recreational programs or purchase recreational equipment.
What does EWRAP cover?

• Adaptive recreational equipment - ex: adaptive bike, bike trailers
• Adaptive sporting activities or teams - ex: buddy baseball
• Specialized camps - ex: summer camp
• Recreational program - ex: horseback riding, dance class, swimming lessons, gymnastics

55 Awards to individuals with CHARGE from 2015-2019

Awarded $85,000 in equipment and programs
The Application Process

- application available early 2020
- deadline: April 1, 2020
- awards announced: May 1, 2020

Requirements to apply:
- diagnosis of CHARGE
- be a member of the Foundation
- provide specific information regarding the activity or equipment including the vendor or provider
- fill out a simple application - financial need is taken into consideration

For more information: visit the website & EWRAP flyer is in every conference bag
From Summer’s mom: Thank you for opening doors to our world, that sometimes feels so small, but when have the opportunity to view from a different vantage point looks welcoming, warm, and engaging.
More EWRAP Recipients

From Jake’s dad: “I showed him a picture of it yesterday and he is very excited and kept clapping and signing bike.”

From Goldie’s mom: “Goldie is LOVING camp - what a wonderful opportunity this has been for her and I can’t thank you enough.”

Goldie

Stella

Jake
From Lacey’s mom, “Thanks so much for this wonderful gift so that Lacey can now go bike riding with us! We are all so happy! And her smile shows it too! This is going to be a wonderful summer. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts!!”
More Award Winners

Isabel

From Micah’s dad, “Camp was an amazing experience! It was especially wonderful for me to share the entire week with him. I saw a whole different side of Micah. He showed so much courage and willingness to stretch himself and try things I don’t typically see him do.

Micah

Chantelle
Everyone Deserves A Chance to Play

Stay tuned for 6th Annual EWRAP in early in 2020